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We discuss the non-linear theory of thin shells expressed in terms of displacements of the shell reference
surface as the only independent ﬁeld variables. The formulation is based on the principle of virtual work
postulated for the reference surface. In our approach: (1) the vector equilibrium equations are repre-
sented through components in the deformed contravariant surface base, and using the compatibility con-
ditions the resulting tangential equilibrium equations are additionally simpliﬁed, (2) at the shell
boundary the new scalar function of displacement derivatives is deﬁned and new sets of four work-con-
jugate static and geometric boundary conditions are derived, as well as (3) for prescribed shell geometry
all non-linear shell relations are generated automatically by two packages set up in MATHEMATICA. The dis-
placement boundary value problem and the associated homogeneous shell buckling problem are gener-
ated exactly without using any additional approximations following from errors of the constitutive
equations. Both problems are extremely complex and available only in the computer memory. Such an
approach allows us to account also for those a few supposedly small terms which may be critical for ﬁnd-
ing the correct buckling load of shells sensitive to imperfections. This approach is used in the accompa-
nying paper by Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz [Opoka, S., Pietraszkiewicz, W., 2009. On reﬁned analysis of
bifurcation buckling for the axially compressed circular cylinder. International Journal of Solids and
Structures, 46, 3111–3123.] to perform the reﬁned numerical analysis of bifurcation buckling for the axi-
ally compressed circular cylinder.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The entirely Lagrangian non-linear theory of thin elastic shells,
expressed in terms of displacements u as the only independent
ﬁeld variables, was proposed by Pietraszkiewicz and Szwabowicz
(1981) and developed by Pietraszkiewicz (1984), where references
to earlier attempts in the ﬁeld were given. The formulation was
based on the principle of virtual work postulated for the shell ref-
erence surface. The resulting vector equilibrium equations as well
as work-conjugate geometric and static boundary conditions were
represented in components relative to the covariant base vectors
aa;n of the undeformed reference surface. Unfortunately, the
resulting three scalar equilibrium equations and two sets of four
work-conjugate scalar static and geometric boundary conditions
of such a shell theory became very complex and hardly
manageable.
Based on the displacement formulation of Pietraszkiewicz
(1984) the extensive numerical tests of axisymmetric deﬂections
and stability of thin shells of revolution undergoing large rotations
were performed by Nolte (1983) and Nolte et al. (1986) as well as
of rubber-like shells undergoing large strains by Schieck et al.ll rights reserved.
+48 583416144.
ietrasz@imp.gda.pl (W. Pie-(1992). In those papers the ﬁnite element method was applied
with corresponding C1 elements. The analysis revealed that the
important part of complexities of such scalar equilibrium equa-
tions was associated with representing the covariant base vectors
aa; n of the deformed reference surface through those aa;n of the
undeformed reference surface and the displacement gradients
u;a. Also the use of scalar function nm of displacement derivatives
at the shell boundary was found to be inconvenient in those
numerical applications because of square-root functions of dis-
placement derivatives appearing in denominators of static bound-
ary quantities. Those conclusions and our recent experience gained
while writing two reports by Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2004,
2009) allow us to propose in this paper the following three modi-
ﬁcations of the non-linear displacement formulation of shell
equations:
1. The vector equilibrium equations of Pietraszkiewicz (1984) are
represented through components in the contravariant base aa; n
of the deformed reference surface, and the tangential scalar
equilibrium equations are additionally exactly simpliﬁed using
the compatibility conditions.
2. Along the boundary contour of the reference surface the new
scalar function a rational with regard to displacement deriva-
tives is deﬁned and new sets of four work-conjugate static
and geometric boundary conditions are derived.
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ized by orthogonal coordinates and for any of its boundaries,
the displacement scalar equilibrium equations and boundary
conditions as well as the corresponding incremental displace-
ment buckling shell equations and boundary conditions are
generated automatically by the use of two packages ShellGe-
om.m and ShellBVP.m set up in MATHEMATICA.
The additional difference between our modiﬁed displacement
shell BVP and other ones known in the literature is that we do
not simplify the shell relations in the process of expressing the sur-
face stress and strain measures in terms of displacements. As a re-
sult, the displacement BVP and associated shell buckling problem
(SBP) become extremely complex and not tractable by hand trans-
formations. But thanks to the symbolic language of MATHEMATICA the
complex shell equations become manageable as relations gener-
ated directly in the computer memory. The idea behind such a
seemingly absurdal approach has been the necessity to account
for those a few supposedly small terms in the buckling shell equa-
tions which may be critically important for ﬁnding the correct
buckling load of shell structures sensitive to imperfections. In such
problems small terms in the buckling shell equations play the role
of some kind of imperfections.
The literature on the non-linear theory of shells provides many
different suggestions how to reasonably simplify the complex dis-
placement BVP and the corresponding SBP. For example, within the
ﬁrst-approximation geometrically non-linear theory of thin, isotro-
pic, elastic shells summarised by Pietraszkiewicz (1989) the most
popular approach is to use explicitly known errors of the constitu-
tive equations. When the surface stress measures are eliminated
from the BVP, many supposedly small terms of the order of errors
in the constitutive equations are omitted as well, see for example
Koiter and Simmonds (1973) or Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz
(2004). One can additionally restrict the order of allowable rota-
tions expressed in powers of the error of the constitutive equa-
tions, and within various restricted versions of shell theory omit
many other supposedly small terms, see for example Pie-
traszkiewicz (1984). Additionally simpliﬁed relations within the
moderate rotation variant of shell equations were reviewed by
Schmidt and Pietraszkiewicz (1981). One can also use the asymp-
totic methods relative to fractional powers of the error in the con-
stitutive equations. Predicting correctly the asymptotic behaviour
of solution of a special shell problem one can omit many suppos-
edly small terms as well and get very simple non-linear shell equa-
tions modelling this special shell problem, see for example Tovstik
and Smirnov (2001).
In all such heuristic type of simpliﬁcations mentioned above it
is implicitly assumed that omission of supposedly small terms in
the shell equations does not have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on their
solutions. However, this argument may not be correct when the
non-linear shell relations are used to formulate and analyse the
stability problem of thin shells sensitive to imperfections. In such
a case omission of some supposedly small terms from the equilib-
rium equations may sometimes lead to a signiﬁcantly different
buckling load. For example Koiter (1960, Appendix) discovered
that in the stability analysis of the axially compressed circular cyl-
inder with relaxed boundary conditions in the circumferential
direction, the omission of one supposedly small term in the linear
equations of neutral equilibrium led to the incorrect buckling load
for short cylinders. Also Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2009) explic-
itly show that omission in the non-linear BVP of all small terms
of the order of the error introduced by the constitutive equations
leads to overestimated buckling loads for long axially compressed
cylinders. But we are not aware of any general method how one
might discover such a few supposedly small but important terms
and take them into account in a particular shell buckling problem,omitting at the same time many other insigniﬁcant terms of com-
parable order.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we remind basic
notation and exact kinematic relations of the surface deformation.
Modiﬁed equilibrium equations are derived in Section 3 by postu-
lating the principle of virtual work (PVW) for the shell reference
surface. Then in Section 4 we derive modiﬁed work-conjugate set
of boundary conditions expressed through the new boundary func-
tion a describing the rotational deformation of the shell lateral
boundary surface. The use of packages ShellGeom.m and ShellBVP.m
for formulation of the modiﬁed BVP and the corresponding SBP in
terms of displacements is described in Section 5, where some re-
marks on the stability analysis are given.2. Notation and kinematic relations
Let P be a region of the three-dimensional Euclidean point
space E occupied by the shell in its undeformed conﬁguration. In
P we introduce the normal system of curvilinear coordinates
ðh1; h2; fÞ such that h=2 6 f 6 h=2 is the distance from the middle
surfaceM to points in P, and h is the undeformed shell thickness
assumed to be constant and small as compared with other shell
dimensions and with the smallest radius of curvature of M . The
surface M is described by the position vector r ¼ rðhaÞ relative to
a point O 2 E.
With each pointM 2M we associate the natural covariant base
vectors aa ¼ r;a, where comma denotes partial differentiation with
respect to ha, the covariant aab ¼ aa  ab and the contravariant
aab ¼ aa  ab components of the surface metric tensor a with
a ¼ detðaabÞ > 0, the contravariant components eab of the surface
permutation tensor e such that e12 ¼ e21 ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃap ; e11 ¼ e22 ¼ 0,
the unit normal vector n ¼ 12 eabaa  ab orientingM , and the covar-
iant components bab ¼ a;a  n;b ¼ n  aa;b of the surface curvature
tensor b. The contravariant components aab of a satisfying the rela-
tions aacabc ¼ dab are used to raise indices of components of the sur-
face vectors and tensors. The natural connection on M is deﬁned
by the surface Christoffel symbols Clab ¼ al  aa;b.
The boundary contour @M of M consists of a ﬁnite number of
piecewise smooth curves given by rðsÞ ¼ r½hðsÞ, where s is the
arc-length along @M . With each regular point M 2 @M we associ-
ate the unit tangent vector s  r;s ¼ dr=ds ¼ saaa, and the outward
unit normal vector m  r;m ¼ dr=dsm ¼ s n ¼ maaa, where sm is the
arc-length of the surface curve perpendicular to the boundary con-
tour in the outward normal direction. The curvature properties of
@M are described by the normal curvature rs ¼ babsasb, the geode-
sic torsion ss ¼ babmasb, and the geodesic curvature
qs ¼ maja ¼ samajbsb ¼ masajbsb, where ð Þja denotes the covariant
surface derivative with respect to curvilinear coordinates ha. The
symbols rm ¼ babmamb and qm ¼ saja ¼ masajbmb ¼ samajbmb are the
normal curvature and the geodesic curvature, respectively, of the
surface curve orthogonal to @M in the outward normal direction.
Physical components of surface tensors on @M are deﬁned as, for
example, Nmm ¼ Nabmamb;jms ¼ jabmasb. For other geometric
deﬁnitions and relations we refer to Green and Zerna (1968),
Chernykh (1964), Flügge (1972), Pietraszkiewicz (1977) and Ciarlet
(2005).
The deformed conﬁgurationM of the surfaceM is described by
the position vector rðhaÞ ¼ rðhaÞ þ uðhaÞ relative to the same point
O 2 E, where ha are the same surface curvilinear convected coordi-
nates, and u ¼ uaaa þ u3n ¼ uaaa þ u3n is the displacement ﬁeld.
In convected coordinates geometric quantities and relations on
the deformed surfaceM are deﬁned analogously as their counter-
parts in the undeformed conﬁguration; they will be marked here
by an additional dash, for example aa; aab; bab; n; m; ð Þka, etc. All
dashed ﬁelds onM can be expressed through analogous undashed
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Pietraszkiewicz (1984, 1989). In particular, we have
aa ¼ lkaak þuan; n ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
mkak þmn
 
;
lka ¼ aka þ uk ja  bkau3; ua ¼ u3;a þ bkauk;
mk ¼ uala:k ukla:a; m ¼
1
2
la:al
b
:b  lb:ala:b
 
:
ð1Þ
Components of the symmetric surface strain and bending mea-
sures of the Green type are deﬁned by the relations
cab ¼
1
2
aab  aab
 
; jab ¼  bab  bab
 
: ð2Þ
Their expressions in terms of displacements following from (1) and
(2) take the form
cab ¼
1
2
aa  ab  aab
  ¼ 1
2
lkalkb þuaub  aab
 
;
jab ¼ bab  n  aa jb ¼ bab 
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
vab;
vab ¼ m uajb þ bkblk:a
 
þmk lk:ajb  bkbua
 
;
a
a
¼ 1þ 2caa þ 2 caacbb  cbacab
 
:
ð3Þ
At the boundary contour @M the physical components of (1)2,3
are
lmm ¼ 1þ um;m þ qmus  rmu3; lms ¼ um;s  qsus þ ssu3;
mm ¼ uslsm umlss; lss ¼ 1þ us;s þ qsum  rsu3;
lsm ¼ us;m  qmum þ ssu3; ms ¼ umlms uslmm;
um ¼ u3;m þ rmum  ssus; us ¼ u3;s  ssum þ rsus;
m ¼ lmmlss  lmslsm: ð4Þ
The deformed surface base faa; ng and the deformed boundary base
fm; s; ng can be represented in the undeformed boundary base
fm;s;ng as follows:
aa ¼ mam þ sas ¼ lkamkm þ lkasksþuan;
n ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
mmm þmssþmnð Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
m; m ¼ r;m  r;s;
ma ¼ 1
as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
a2sm
a  2csmsa
 
; sa ¼ 1
as
sa; as ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 2css
p
;
s ¼ saaa ¼ 1as lmsm þ lsssþusnð Þ;
m ¼ maaa ¼ 1as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
lssmusmsð Þm þ usmm  lmsmð Þs½
þ lmsms  lssmmð Þn:
ð5Þ
At the boundary contour @M the ﬁelds deﬁned in (4) and (5) are
again completely described by the geometry ofM and the displace-
ment components.
The surface strain and bending measures cannot be arbitrary
functions of the surface coordinates. In order to represent deforma-
tion of the surface embedded in the three-dimensional Euclidean
space they have to satisfy three differential conditions derived
from the Codazzi–Mainardi–Gauss conditions forM andM . These
exact compatibility conditions of the surface deformation are, see
Koiter (1966),
eabekl jbk jl þ ajqðbjk  jjkÞcqbl
h i
¼ 0;
eabekl cal jbk  baljbk þ
1
2
jaljbk þ ajqcjalcqbk
  
þ Kcjj ¼ 0;
ð6Þwhere K is the Gaussian curvature of M , and
cqbl ¼ cqb jl þ cqljb  cbljq.
3. Modiﬁed equilibrium equations
Under some kinematic assumptions summarised by Pie-
traszkiewicz (1989) for the geometrically non-linear theory of elas-
tic shells and proposed by Schieck et al. (1992) for the large-strain
theory of rubber-like shells, or alternately under the constitutive
assumptions proposed by Libai and Simmonds (1998), the
mechanical behaviour of a thin shell is entirely described by
stretching and bending of its reference surface.
LetM be the reference surface of the deformed shell in an equi-
librium state under the surface force pðhaÞ ¼ paaa þ pn and couple
cðhaÞ ¼ n caaa vectors, both measured per unit area of the refer-
ence surface M , and under the boundary force
NðsÞ ¼ Nmm þ Nssþ Nn and couple MðsÞ ¼ n ðMmm þMssÞ vec-
tors, both measured per unit length of the undeformed boundary
contour @M . Then, for all kinematically admissible virtual dis-
placements du the equilibrium conditions for M are given by the
principle of virtual work (PVW)Z Z
M
Nabdcab þMabdjab
 
dA ¼
Z Z
M
ðp  duþ c xÞdA
þ
Z
@M f
N  duþM xsð Þds; ð7Þ
where Nab and Mab are components of the symmetric surface stress
resultants and stress couples of the Kirchhoff type, dcab and djab are
virtual changes of the strain measures cab and jab, while x and xs
are the virtual rotation vectors at M and along @M , respectively.
The strain measures cab and jab can also be represented in the
hybrid form as
cab ¼
1
2
ðr;a  r;b  aabÞ; jab ¼ r;a  n;b þ bab: ð8Þ
Hence, the integrand on the left-hand side of (7) can be represented
by
Nabdcab þMabdjab ¼ Nabaa þMabn;a
 
 du;b þMabdn;b  aa: ð9Þ
The virtual rotation vector x is deﬁned by
x ¼ 1
2
ðaa  daa þ n dnÞ; ð10Þ
and the virtual work performed by c on x can equivalently be ex-
pressed as
c x ¼ h  dn; h ¼ caaa: ð11Þ
The vector h is usually called the surface static moment.
Inside M ; aa  n ¼ 0 which variated leads to
dn ¼ abðn  du;bÞ: ð12Þ
Introducing (8) and (12) into (7) and using the Stokes theorem in
M , after some transformations we obtain

Z Z
M
Tb
		
b
þ pþ cbn 		
b
h i
 dudA
þ
Z
@M
Tb þ cbn
 
mb  duþMabmbaa  dn
h i
ds

Z
@M f
N  duþM xsð Þds ¼ 0; ð13Þ
where
Tb ¼ Nab  bakMkb
 
aa þ Mab
		
a þ abjcjklMkl
 
n: ð14Þ
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vector equilibrium equation
Tb
		
b
þ pþ ðcbnÞ		
b
¼ 0 in M : ð15Þ
The vector equation (15) can be represented in different surface
bases to obtain formally different but in fact equivalent sets of
three scalar equilibrium equations reviewed by Pietraszkiewicz
(1989). In particular, the component forms of (15) (without surface
couple term ðcbnÞjb) in the deformed covariant base aa; n were gi-
ven already by Chien (1944), Galimov (1951) and Danielson
(1970). Different but equivalent component forms of (15) (again
without ðcbnÞjb) in the base aa;n given by Sanders (1963), Budian-
sky (1968) and Pietraszkiewicz (1974) were associated with differ-
ent deﬁnitions of the bending tensors. However, our recent
experience indicates that the simplest scalar equilibrium equations
following from (15) are obtained in the deformed contravariant
base aa; n.
Taking into account differential rules of the deformed base
vectors
aajb ¼ babnþ ckabak; aajb ¼ bab n aajcjkbak; n;a ¼ nja ¼ bakak;
ð16Þ
from (15) in the base aa; n we obtain three scalar equilibrium
equations
aakN
kb jb þ 2cakð jb  ckbjaÞN
kb  bak jbMkb  2bakMkbjb
 ajl bajclkb  bkjclab
 
Mkb  bakck þ pa ¼ 0;
Mabjab þ babNab  aalbakblbMkb þ aal 2clkjb  ckbjl
 
Mkb
i
ja
h
þ caja þ p ¼ 0:
ð17Þ
But with the Codazzi–Mainardi relations bbkjl ¼ bbljk forM the tan-
gential compatibility conditions (6)1 can be written as
ekl bkbjl þ ajqbkjcqlb
 
¼ 0; ð18Þ
or
babjk  bkbja  ajl bajclkb  bkjclab
 
¼ 0; ð19Þ
so that the complex terms in (17)1 can be exactly replaced by much
simpler ones:
ajl bajclkb  bkjclab
 
Mkb ¼ babjk  bkbja
 
Mkb: ð20Þ
Unfortunately, a similar procedure applied to some terms in the
third equilibrium Eq. (17)2 using the compatibility condition (6)2
leads to a more complicated form of (17)2.
Expressing aak and bak through cak and jak according to (3) and
applying the kinematic relation aal ¼ aa ½ð1þ 2ckkÞaal  2cal and
(20), we obtain three scalar equilibrium equations expressed
through the mixed components of the surface stress and strain
measures
Nba jb þ 2ckaNbk jb þ 2cka jb  ckb ja
 
Nbk  2 bka  jka

Mbk jb

þ bkb  jkbÞja  2 bka  jkaÞ
		
b
 i
Mbk  bka  jka
 
ck þ pa ¼ 0;
h
Mab j
b
a
þ bba  jba
 
Nab 
a
a
1þ 2cll
 
bab  jab
 
 2cal blb  jlb
 h i
bka  jka
 
Mbk
þ a
a
1þ 2cll
 
2cab j
k  ckbj
a
 
2cal 2clb jk  ckb jl
 i
Mbk

		
a þ caja þ p ¼ 0:
hn
ð21Þ
The equilibrium equations (21) are two-dimensionally exact for
the shell reference surface in the sense that no approximations are
introduced into them beyond those included in the initially postu-lated form (7) of the PVW. Notice that the tangential equilibrium
equations (21)1 are here even simpler than the analogous approx-
imate expressions in the reﬁned intrinsic shell equations derived
by Pietraszkiewicz (1980), Eq. (4.4.7). In fact, the modiﬁed equilib-
rium equations (21) following exactly from the PVW (7) are prob-
ably the simplest ones available in the literature. We shall use
them in Section 5 to generate the displacement form of equilib-
rium equations.4. Modiﬁed work-conjugate boundary conditions
The appropriate boundary and corner conditions to be used
with the equilibrium Eq. (15) should follow from vanishing of
the line integrals in (13).
Along @M the virtual rotation vector xs is now deﬁned by
xs ¼ 12 ðm  dm þ s dsþ n dnÞ; ð22Þ
and the virtual work performed byM onxs can equivalently be ex-
pressed as
M xs ¼ H  dn; H ¼ Mmm þMss: ð23Þ
The vector H can be called the boundary static moment.
The relation (12) for dn, when written at @M reads
dn ¼ mbabðn  du;mÞ  sbabðn  du;sÞ: ð24Þ
The expression (24) might be substituted into the second term of
the ﬁrst line integral of (13) and all terms containing n  du;s might
be eliminated by integration by parts. Unfortunately, the remaining
term containing the differential one-form of displacement deriva-
tives n  du;m was proved by Makowski and Pietraszkiewicz (1989)
to be neither exact nor integrable in terms of displacement (or posi-
tion) derivatives along @M . This means that there is no function
/ðu;m;u;sÞ such that ln  du;m ¼ d/, where lðu;m;u;sÞ is an integrat-
ing factor.
In order to derive appropriate work-conjugate sets of boundary
conditions one has to modify the relation (24) to make it express-
ible through variation of a scalar function of displacement deriva-
tives and n  du;s at @M . As it was found by Makowski and
Pietraszkiewicz (1989), there were three such scalar functions
available in the literature: nm ¼ n  m proposed by Pietraszkiewicz
and Szwabowicz (1981), #m ¼ ðn nÞ  am=a2s proposed by Novozhi-
lov and Shamina (1975), and the angle xt of total rotation of the
shell lateral boundary surface, see Pietraszkiewicz (1993). The
fourth function h was proposed by Libai and Simmonds (1998).
However, the functions nm; #m, h (or xt) generate at @M the static
ﬁelds containing the square-root (or trigonometric) functions of
displacement derivatives in the denominator. Such expressions of
the static boundary conditions are inconvenient in derivation of
the shell buckling problem and in the subsequent numerical
analysis.
From our numerical experience gained in the recent report by
Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2009), in this paper we introduce
along @M the new scalar function of displacement (or position)
derivatives deﬁned by
a ¼ nm
n
¼ mm
m
¼ uslsm umlss
lmmlss  lmslsm ¼ aðu;m;u;sÞ: ð25Þ
The function a is rational one in terms of displacement derivatives,
it vanishes in the undeformed state and upon linearization coin-
cides with um ¼ n  u;m, which is the inﬁnitesimal rotation about
tangent to @M used in the classical linear theory of shells.
Along @M the vector n satisﬁes two constraints
r;s  n ¼ 0; n  n ¼ 1: ð26Þ
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relation
ms
m
¼  1
lss
lmsaþusð Þ; ð27Þ
and then the constraint (26)2 allows one to represent m entirely in
terms of a and u;s:
m ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
lssﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2ssð1þ a2Þ þ ðlmsaþusÞ2
q ¼ mða;u;sÞ: ð28Þ
For rotations of the shell lateral boundary surface not exceeding
p=2 the þ sign should be taken in (28). Hence, the formula for n
in terms of a and u;s becomes
n ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
m am  1
lss
lmsaþusð Þsþ n
 
: ð29Þ
Let us variate the expression (25) to have
da ¼ 1
m2
ðmdmm mmdmÞ;
¼ 1
m2
md r;m  r;sð Þ  m mmd r;m  r;sð Þ  n½ ;
¼ 1
m
r;s  m  anð Þ½   du;m  r;m  m  anð Þ½   du;sf g;
¼ 1
m2
lsm m  du;s  lss m  du;mð Þ; ð30Þ
where we have used the identity
1
lss
ðalms þusÞ ¼
1
lsm
ðalmm þumÞ ð31Þ
following from deﬁnitions (4). Calculating m  du;m from (30) and
substituting it into (24), we obtain the new relation for dn at @M
dn ¼ ab
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
m2
lss
mbda lsmlss mb þ sb
 
n  du;s
" #
: ð32Þ
The expressions (32) and (23) can now be used in the second
terms of the line integrals in (13). After integration by parts and
some transformations the line integral becomesZ
@M f
(
Caaa þDn N  aalblkskFaa þF;sn
    du
þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
m2
lss
Mmm  as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
Mm
 !
da
)
dsþ
X
Ci2@M f
FFð Þn  du
						
Cþi
Ci
þ
Z
@M d
Caaa þDnð Þ  duþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
m2
lss
Mmmda
" #
ds
þ
X
Ci2@M d
Fn  du
					
Cþi
Ci
¼ 0; ð33Þ
where @M d ¼ @M n @M f ; Ci are the corner points of @M , and
Ca ¼ Nabmb  aalblk Mkbmb þ skF
 
;
D ¼ Mab		
b
ma þF;s þ aalclkbMkbma þ cama;
F ¼ lsm
lss
Mmm þMms;
F ¼ 1
as
Ms 
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
lmsmusmm
lss
Mm
 !
:
ð34Þ
All ﬁelds present in the boundary conditions (33) and (34) are func-
tions of the arc-length coordinate s of @M .From (33) follow the natural static boundary and corner
conditions
Caaa þDn ¼ N  aalblkskFaa þF;sn;
Mmm ¼ as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
Mm along @M f ; ð35Þ
Fn ¼Fn at each corner Ci 2 @M f : ð36Þ
The vector N  aalblkskFaa þF;sn can be called the effective
Kirchhoff stress resultant associated with the function a.
From (33) it also follows that the geometric boundary condi-
tions which are work-conjugate to the static ones (35) are
u ¼ u; aðu;m;u;sÞ ¼ a along @M d: ð37Þ
The last term of (33) vanishes identically at any corner Ci 2 @M d,
because deformation of the shell reference surface is assumed to
be continuous everywhere including corners of the boundary con-
tour @M .
It is apparent from (33) and (29) that the displacement vector u
on M is kinematically admissible if du  dr ¼ 0 and da ¼ 0 on
@M d. Hence, dn ¼ 0 on @M d as well.
The vector static boundary and corner conditions (35) and (36)
are direct and exact implication of the PVW (7) as well as of the
choice of a for description of rotation of the shell lateral boundary
surface. Alternative vector static boundary conditions associated
with nm were given by Pietraszkiewicz (1984), those compatible
with #m by Makowski and Pietraszkiewicz (1989), the ones compat-
ible withxt by Pietraszkiewicz (1993), and those associated with h
by Libai and Simmonds (1998). Each of them may be more conve-
nient than others in speciﬁc applications. In the reﬁned numerical
analysis of bifurcation buckling for the axially compressed circular
cylinder performed by Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2009) we have
found the choice of a with the corresponding boundary conditions
(35)–(37) to be more convenient than other possible choices.
When the shell equations are used in the numerical analysis, we
have to represent the boundary conditions (35)–(37) through com-
ponents in the undeformed boundary base fm;s;ng. The reason for
this choice is that the geometry of @M is the only one known in ad-
vance. With this choice it is also necessary to express the corre-
sponding compound ﬁelds Cm ¼ Cama;Cs ¼ Casa;D in terms of
physical components of the strain and stress measures at @M .
Thus, after some transformations we obtain
Cm ¼ Nmm  aa 1þ 2cssð Þ rm  jmmð Þ þ 2cms ss þ jmsð Þ½ Mmm
þ a
a
ð1þ 2cssÞðss þ jmsÞ þ 2cmsðrs  jssÞ½ 
lsm
lss
Mmm þ 2Mms
 
;
Cs ¼ Nms þ aa ð1þ 2cmmÞðss þ jmsÞ þ 2cmsðrm  jmmÞ½ Mmm
 a
a
ð1þ 2cmmÞðrs  jssÞ þ 2cmsðss þ jmsÞ½ 
lsm
lss
Mmm þ 2Mms
 
;
D ¼ Mmm;m þ 2Mms;s þ qsðMmm MssÞ þ 2qmMms þ
1
lss
ðlsmMmmÞ;s
 lsm
l2ss
lss;sMmm þ cm þ
a
a
ð1þ 2cssÞðcmmmMmm þ 2cmmsMms þ cmssMssÞf
2cmsðcsmmMmm þ 2csmsMms þ csssMssÞg;
ð38Þ
where the physical components of ckab at @M in (38)3 are given by
cmmm ¼ cmm;m þ 2qmcms; cmms ¼ cmsm ¼ cmm;s  2qscms;
cmss ¼ 2cms;s  css;m þ 2qmcms þ 2qsðcmm  cssÞ;
csmm ¼ 2cms;m  cmm;s þ 2qscms  2qmðcmm  cssÞ;
csms ¼ cssm ¼ css;m  2qmcms; csss ¼ css;s þ 2qscms:
ð39Þ
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D ¼ Mmm;m þ 2Mms;s þ qsðMmm MssÞ þ 2qmMms
þ 1
lss
ðlsmMmmÞ;s 
lsm
l2ss
lss;sMmm þ cm
þ a
a
ð1þ 2cssÞcmm;m  2cms 2cms;m  cmm;s  qmð1þ 2cmmÞð½f
þ2qscmsÞMmm þ 2 ð1þ 2cssÞðcmm;s  2qscmsÞ½
 2cms css;m  2qmcmsð ÞMms
þ ð1þ 2cssÞð2cms;s  css;m þ 2qmcms½ þ2qsðcmm  cssÞÞ
2cmsðcss;s þ 2qscmsÞMssg: ð40Þ
Hence, the ﬁnal scalar forms of four work-conjugate static and geo-
metric boundary conditions along @M are
lmmCm þ lmsCs þmm
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
D ¼ Nm þ lmmGm þ lmsGs þmm
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
F;s
or um ¼ um;
lsmCm þ lssCs þms
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
D ¼ Ns þ lsmGm þ lssGs þms
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
F;s
or us ¼ us;
umCm þusCs þm
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
D ¼ N þumGm þusGs þm
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
F;s
or u3 ¼ u3;
Mmm ¼ as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
Mm or a ¼ a;
ð41Þ
where the expressions Gm;G

s;F
;s containing the external bound-
ary moments are deﬁned as follows:
Gm ¼
1
as
a
a
½ð1þ 2cssÞðss þ jmsÞ þ 2cmsðrs  jssÞ
 Ms 
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
lmsmusmm
lss
Mm
 !
;
Gs ¼
1
as
a
a
½ð1þ 2cmmÞðjss  rsÞ  2cmsðss þ jmsÞ
 Ms 
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
lmsmusmm
lss
Mm
 !
;
F;s ¼
1
as
Ms;s 
css;s
a3s
Ms 
1
as
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
1
lss

ðlmsmusmmÞMm;s
þ ðlmsmusmmÞ;s  ðlmsmusmmÞ
css;s
a2s
þ lss;s
lss
þ a
a
½ð1þ 2cmmÞcss;s

þð1þ 2cssÞcmm;s  4cmscms;s

Mm

:
ð42Þ
The boundary conditions (41) are again two-dimensionally ex-
act for the shell reference surface, because no approximations are
introduced into (41) besides those included in the postulated form
(7) of the PVW. First such sets of four work-conjugate boundary
conditions, associated with the function nm and the alternative
polynomial deﬁnition of the surface bending tensor, was proposed
by Pietraszkiewicz and Szwabowicz (1981).
Three static boundary conditions (41)1–3 are also extremely
complex partly as a result of decomposing Caaa;Dn; babsbF
aa,
and F;sn in the undeformed boundary base fm; s;ng. This is an
unavoidable consequence of the fact that only the position vector
rðsÞ of @M is assumed to be known in advance, and the position
vector rðsÞ of @ M (or the displacement vector uðsÞ) is the one
which should be found from the analysis. But the physical interpre-
tation of the geometric boundary conditions in (41) is straightfor-
ward, and all the ﬁelds in (41) are well deﬁned in the known base
fm;s;ng.5. Modiﬁed BVP and SBP in terms of displacements
To formulate the boundary value problem in terms of displace-
ments, the stress measures Nba and M
b
a should be eliminated from
(21) and (41) by the constitutive equations, and then the strain
measures cba and jba should be expressed through displacements
using the strain–displacement relations (3). We brieﬂy discuss be-
low such BVPs for three simple cases of constitutive equations.
Within the ﬁrst-approximation theory of thin shells made of the
homogeneous, isotropic elastic material undergoing small strains,
the strain energy density of the shell is given by
R ¼ h
2
Habkl cabckl þ
h2
12
jabjkl
 !
þ OðEhg2Þ;
Habkl ¼ E
2ð1þ mÞ a
akabl þ aalabk þ 2m
1 m a
abakl
 
;
ð43Þ
and the corresponding constitutive equations are
Nab ¼ @R
@cab
¼ Eh
1 m2 ð1 mÞc
ab þ maabckk
 þ OðEhgÞ;
Mab ¼ @R
@jab
¼ Eh
3
12ð1 m2Þ ð1 mÞj
ab þ maabjkk
 þ OðEh2gÞ;
ð44Þ
where E and m are, respectively, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ra-
tio of the elastic material. Here g denotes the maximal strain in the
shell space and  describes formally the energetic error of this shell
theory (Koiter, 1960; John, 1965). At any point M 2M the small
parameter was proposed by Koiter (1980) to beﬃﬃﬃ

p ¼maxðhb ; hl ; hL ;
ﬃﬃ
h
R
q
;
ﬃﬃﬃgp Þ, where b is the distance ofM from the lat-
eral shell boundary, l is the smallest wavelength of geometric pat-
terns of M , L is the smallest wavelength of deformation patterns
on M , and R is the smallest radius of curvature of M . If we substi-
tute (44) into the BVP and reject all terms of the order of error intro-
duced by the constitutive equations (44), then we obtain the
simpliﬁed equilibrium equations
Nbajb þ pa ’ 0; Mab j
b
a
þ bba  jba
 
Nab þ p ’ 0: ð45Þ
together with the simpliﬁed static boundary conditions (41) and
(36) along @M f and at each Ci 2 @M f , respectively, in which
as ’ 1;
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
a
r
’ 1; Cm ’ Nmm; Cs ’ Nms;
D ’ Mmm;m þ 2Mms;s þ qsðMmm MssÞ þ 2qmMms
þ 1
lss
ðlsmMmmÞ;s 
lsm
l2ss
lss;sMmm þ cm;
F ’ Ms 
lmsmusmm
lss
Mm:
ð46Þ
However, Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2009) shows that incremen-
tal buckling equations generated from such simpliﬁed equilibrium
Eq. (45) lead to the overestimated buckling loads for axially com-
pressed long cylinders with clamped boundaries.
Another example of the theory of shells based on the PVW (7) is
the large-strain bending theory of elastic rubber-like shells. Vari-
ous versions of such a theory were proposed for example by Cher-
nykh (1980), Simmonds (1985), Schieck et al. (1992), and Libai and
Simmonds (1998). In particular, when the greater eigenvalue c of
cab was additionally assumed to be at most moderate, so that the
approximation 1þ c2 	 1 holds, the strain energy density was pro-
posed by Pietraszkiewicz (2000) in possibly the simplest form
R ¼ hW ð0ÞðcjqÞ þ
h3
24
Wabklð2Þ ðcjqÞ jabjkl 1 crr
  
; ð47Þ
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abkl
ð2Þ are the 3D strain energy density and its sec-
ond derivative relative to cjq, both taken at M . Then the corre-
sponding constitutive equations follow from
Nab ¼ @R
@cab
; Mab ¼ @R
@jab
: ð48Þ
Using the estimate for moderate surface strains and other
assumptions made while deriving (47), it is also possible to consid-
erably simplify the equilibrium Eq. (21) and boundary conditions
(41) by omitting many supposedly small terms of the same order,
if necessary. But it is doubtful whether the SBP generated from
such simpliﬁed BVP would lead to correct critical loads for thin
rubber-like shells sensitive to imperfections.
Still other examples of the non-linear theory of shells following
from the PVW (7) are simple versions of the Lagrangian theory of
elasto-plastic shells formulated entirely in terms of deformation
of the reference surface, as discussed for example by Sawczuk
(1980), Duszek (1982), and Schieck and Stumpf (1993). In those
shell theories the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions
corresponding to (21) and (41) can be considerably simpliﬁed as
well by omitting many supposedly small terms.
However, in the present paper we take a radically different ap-
proach. Accepting our inability to reasonably select a few critically
important small terms in the BVP among many other small terms
which can be ignored, we do not simplify the shell relations at all
in the process of elimination of the surface stress and strain mea-
sures. Due to enormous complexity of the resulting displacement
shell relations such a BVP and the associated SBP cannot be derived
just by hand transformations. In our approach this goal has been
achieved with the help of some features provided by the symbolic
language of MATHEMATICA. Within this programming language two
packages have been written: ShellGeom.m and ShellBVP.m.
The ﬁrst package ShellGeom.m is responsible for generating all
important characteristics of the assumed geometry of the shell ref-
erence surfaceM needed in transforming the tensorial BVP to that
expressed in terms of partial derivatives. For the speciﬁed position
vector r ¼ rðhaÞ of the surfaceM this package is capable of gener-
ating analytic formulas for the local surface base on M , its dual
base, components of the ﬁrst and second fundamental forms, Lame
parameters, components of the permutation tensor, Christoffel
symbols as well as the mean and Gaussian curvatures. If the sur-
face has a boundary contour @M parameterized by the arc-length
parameter s, the package ShellGeom.m additionally generates sev-
eral boundary characteristics, such as the normal and geodesic cur-
vatures and torsions of the boundary curve and of the orthogonal
to it surface curve as well as the components of boundary base vec-
tors m and s.
The second package ShellBVP.m for the speciﬁed system of
orthogonal coordinates fh1; h2g derives the displacement equilib-
rium equations as well as the displacement natural static and geo-
metric boundary conditions for the ﬁrst-approximation
geometrically non-linear theory of isotropic, elastic shells of the
Kirchhoff-Love type based on the formulation given in this paper.
It also derives the corresponding shell buckling problem. In partic-
ular, this package performs the following steps:

 reads in the characteristics of the assumed shell geometry
derived by the use of the package ShellGeom.m;

 introduces the constitutive Eqs. (44) into (21) and (41) together
with (38) and (42);

 expresses jab in terms of vab deﬁned in (3)2;

 expands covariant derivatives, performs summation over
dummy indices and substitutes the geometrical characteristics
of the reference surface;

 transforms the BVP to the equivalent non-dimensional form;
 multiplies the BVP by positive powers of
ﬃﬃ
a
a
q
to eliminate the
square roots
ﬃﬃ
a
a
p
and then uses (3)4;

 introduces into the non-dimensional BVP the strain–displace-
ment relations transformed to the non-dimensional form;

 perturbes the BVP in displacements and derives the linear
homogeneous buckling shell equations together with corre-
sponding work-conjugate sets of linear homogeneous boundary
conditions.
The package ShellBVP.m has some routines which check the cor-
rectness of the input arguments. Also the speciﬁed check points
have been implemented into it to assure validity and correctness
of derivation of the BVP and SBP. For example, one of the check
points is the procedure which checks whether the compatibility
conditions vanish identically after substitution into them the
strain–displacement relations. If this is not true the main proce-
dure interrupts derivation of the BVP. This signiﬁcantly raises the
conﬁdence to the obtained BVP for each speciﬁed geometry of
the shell reference surface. The output of this package is extremely
large even for the relatively simple geometry of the cylinder,
because no approximation is used during derivation of the BVP.
Therefore, the resulting explicit displacement BVP and the corre-
sponding SBP are available only in the computer memory and are
not explicitly presented in this paper.
Let us brieﬂy recall after Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2004) that
the components of external loads p; c and N;M may be speciﬁed
entirely independently, in general, by 10 dimensionless parame-
ters qp forming the vector q 2 R  R10. Then the non-linear BVP
for a thin shell generated by the package ShellBVP.m from (21)
and (41) with (44) and (3) can be presented symbolically as
f ðu;qÞ ¼ 0; ð49Þ
where the non-linear continuously differentiable operator f is de-
ﬁned on the product space CðM ;R3Þ with values in the Banach
space, where CðM ;R3Þ is a set of all components of u and its gradi-
ents up to the 4th order. In engineering applications, however, all
the external loads are usually speciﬁed by a single common param-
eter q 2 R  R;qP 0.
The solutions u0ðqÞ of (49), which can be reached starting from
q ¼ 0 in the undeformed state, form the primary equilibrium path.
This path becomes unstable if an inﬁnitesimally close adjacent
equilibrium state u1ðqÞ exists for the same value of q.
In the neighbourhood of critical values of q we can replace
u1ðqÞ by u0ðqÞ þ u, where now u denotes the small increment of
the displacements satisfying homogeneous boundary conditions.
Substituting u0ðqÞ þ u into (49) we can linearize it with regard to
u and take into account that u0ðqÞ should satisfy (49). As a result,
we obtain the homogeneous linear SBP in terms of the incremental
displacements u written again symbolically as
gðu;qÞ ¼ 0: ð50Þ
Non-trivial solutions of (50) can exist only at a discrete set of values
of q, which are eigenvalues of the linear problem (50). The lowest
positive eigenvalue q1  qcrit indicates the ﬁrst bifurcation point
at with the primary equilibrium path u0ðqÞ is intersected by a sec-
ondary equilibrium path u1ðqÞ.
In the accompanying paper by Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz
(2009, Appendix) we present in more detail the derivation of the
BVP (49) and the corresponding SBP (50) for membrane prebuck-
ling state in the special case of the axially compressed circular cyl-
inder. We also perform the extensive numerical analysis of
bifurcation buckling for a wide range of length-to-diameter ratios
of the cylinder under 14 sets of work-conjugate boundary
conditions.
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We have formulated a new version of the Lagrangean non-lin-
ear theory of thin shells expressed in terms of displacements of
the shell reference surface as the only independent ﬁeld variables.
The formulation has been based on the principle of virtual work
postulated for the reference surface. Both the equilibrium equa-
tions and the set of four work-conjugate static and geometric
boundary conditions are derived exactly from the PVW without
using any kind of approximations. Elimination of the surface stress
and strain measures in terms of displacements is performed ex-
actly as well without using the approximate nature of the constitu-
tive equations to simplify the BVP. The latter steps have been
performed automatically with the help of two packages set up in
MATHEMATICA. The ﬁnal non-linear BVP and the corresponding linear
SBP are obviously extremely complex. They are manageable only as
relations given in the computer memory, not as those explicitly
written on the paper. By taking into account all supposedly small
terms in the buckling shell equations we are sure that among them
are also those a few supposedly small terms, which may appear to
be critically important ones in ﬁnding the correct buckling load of
thin shells sensitive to imperfections.
The idea of the present report has grown from our experience
gained in the paper Opoka and Pietraszkiewicz (2009) while per-
forming the reﬁned analysis of bifurcation buckling for the axially
compressed circular cylinder, which is one of the most imperfec-
tion-sensitive structural problems known in the literature. We ad-
vise the reader to consult this accompanying paper to better
understand the reasons why the present paper has been written.
Currently the package ShellBVP.m generates the two-dimension-
ally exact displacement BVP and the linear SBP only with the con-
stitutive Eq. (44) valid for the ﬁrst-approximation geometrically
non-linear theory of thin, isotropic elastic shells. Exactly the same
approach can also be used with any of the constitutive equations of
large-strain theory of rubber-like shells. But this type of approach
may also be useful in formulating any two-dimensionally exact
version of the Lagrangian non-linear theory of elasto-plastic shells
as well, if peculiar character of performing the analysis in the plas-
tic range is taken into account.
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